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Education is arguably the most fundamental pillar upon which the prosperity and economic 

well-being of a country and its citizens are built. hence, the right to education, has been 

enshrined in the constitution of many countries, be it developing countries or the so-called 

first world countries.....

this edition of the agriprobe has a strong focus on human capital development, encompass-

ing all initiatives relating to education and training within the Western cape department of 

agriculture.

It is critical that all human capital development initiatives are aligned to specific national 

outcomes which are translated into provincial strategic objectives with the emphasis on 

addressing the needs of the agricultural sector and in doing so, create opportunities for 

growth, wealth-and job creation, sustained, viable and prosperous agricultural enterprises, 

which ultimately impacts on the economic well-being of a country and its citizens

With the above context in mind, cognisance of current legislative changes and policy frameworks as envisaged by the Ministry of higher 

Education and training to be driven by the department of higher Education and training (dhEt), will require a change in training 

methodologies, research and technology innovation practices, curricula review etc.

the Western cape department of agriculture through its network of internal and external training partners, i.e. provincial agricultural 

Education & training Forum (paEt), premier’s skills Working group, agricultural research council (arc), sEta (sectoral Education & 

training authority) and chE (council on higher Education), as well as  partnering with higher learning institutes, such as the university 

of stellenbosch, nelson Mandela Metropolitan university and agricultural FEt colleges, is well positioned to face the challenges of the 

education and training sector and  the unique needs of the agricultural sector.

the articles and journals of this edition gives a broad spectrum of training initiatives covering research and technology, economic data, 

skills development initiatives with special reference to learnership training,  an interactive training character role-play focussing on efficient 

water utilisation  and much, much more.

your content input to this edition is highly appreciated.

Enjoy the read!

douglas chitepo

director: FEt

Elsenburg Educational training institute
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fROM THE MINISTRy

ELSENbURg 
WELCOMES fIRST yEARS
the academic year for Elsenburg insti-

tute for agricultural training opened on 

27 january 2012.  Mr Marius paulse, 

head of structured agricultural train-

ing, reminded the students that they 

chose Elsenburg for its academic ex-

cellence and the onus is on them now 

to maintain the standard.

Ms joyene isaacs, head of the Western 

cape department of agriculture, 

encouraged the students to enjoy their 

student life, but to focus on the reason 

why they are at Elsenburg – to 

study.  “you are our investment for a 

secure future and most importantly to 

ensure that we as a country have food in

the future. agriculture requires well 

educated, passionate and committed 

people to take us to the next level.”  

The first-year students were heartily 

welcomed by Mr gerrit van rensburg, 

Minister of agriculture and rural 

development, whose main message for 

them was to be adaptable, especially 

in the face of new technologies. 

“challenges like an ever-increasing 

world population and climate change 

will require farmers of the future to adapt 

their crops and to have higher yields 

and lower input costs. Future agricul-

tural leaders will come from the likes of 

you, therefore you will be responsible to 

find solutions.” Minister van Rensburg 

urged them to enjoy their student life 

with the energy only the young have, 

but to prioritise their studies.

the Western cape department of agriculture is proud to have seven research farms which 

serve as research hubs in our six districts. the extensive facilities on the farms are, how-

ever, not only used by departmental research staff, but also utilised by other departmental 

programmes and external clients. the need to have a training venue at Worcester Veld 

reserve led to the sub-directorate: landcare to upgrade an old storeroom into a brand-

new training venue.  the venue will be used mainly as a training facility for landcare stu-

dent interns, but has been designed in such a way that it can be utilised as a small training 

venue by other programmes as the need arises. 

this venue was opened on the 28th of october 2011 by Minister gerrit van rensburg, 

Minister for agriculture and rural development, who also delivered the keynote address. 

the programme also included an overview of the veld research done at the Veld reserve 

over the years, the history of the Veld reserve and a tree planting ceremony.  this also 

commemorated the reserve, which dates back to 1935.

in the photo (below) the head of department, Ms joyene isaacs and Minister van 

rensburg open the venue. 

OPENINg Of NEW LandCare 
TRAININg fACILITy 
AT WORCESTER VELD RESERVE

dr ilsE trautMann

research technology and 

development services

ilset@elsenburg.com

a tree was also planted to commemorate 

the event. here (photo right) hannes 

botha, chief Farm Manager of 

Worcester Veld reserve assists Minister 

van rensburg in planting the tree, with 

Neels de Jager, retired official of the Veld 

reserve, in the background.

Fltr: Marius paulse (head of Elsenburg college), allister loock, Kelly-ann dyers, 

joyene isaacs (hod), joubert van der Merwe, Minister gerrit van rensburg and 

jeremy basson.

Minister gerrit van rensburg meets the student council
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SMART PEN 
gATHERS MORE ACCOLADES

an initiative by the Western cape department of agriculture to use the smart pen (digital) 

and paper technology to capture information on agricultural projects has been welcomed by 

the centre for public service innovation (cpsi).

The Smart Pen was recently nominated as one of the finalists in the Innovative Use of ICT’s 

for Effective service delivery category and grabbed the third runner-up position during a 

cpsi award ceremony held in johannesburg.

The pen automatically stores information within itself as the official fills in a form. The 

information is then transferred to a smartphone already paired with it, via bluetooth in real 

time.  The smartphone then transfers the information to a computer back in the office for 

analyses and reporting. the pen can also take pictures and have them transferred with 

the information.

the cpsi awards recognise successful and effective service delivery projects and initia-

tives achieved through innovative approaches; and the recognition of such projects has 

happened for the past nine years.

the awards initiative serves as an effort to promote and encourage best practices in public 

sector innovation and service delivery.

speaking during the awards ceremony, public service and administration Minister roy 

Padayachie congratulated the finalists. He said the contribution made by the nominated 

projects in improving service delivery through innovative approaches indicated the 

government’s commitment towards providing services for the need of citizens.

pEtro Van rhyn 

head of communication

petrovr@elsenburg.com

the combined congress of the  south african 

society of crop production (sascp,) soil science 

society of south africa (ssssa),  and southern 

african Weed science society (saWss) was 

held in potchefstroom from the 16th to the 19th 

of january 2012.  

personnel from the institute for plant production 

won two awards that were handed over at the 

gala dinner. 

dr Mike Ferreira received an award for the best 

presentation with his presentation on soil solari-

sation used in small scale weed control in the 

Western cape.

prof. Mark hardy won an award for the society 

member with the best article published in the 

plant and soil journal, titled “Measuring cultur-

able microbial populations and filamentous mi-

crobial growth in soil of wheat plots subjected to 

crop rotation and monoculture” by a Marais, Mb 

hardy, cd Morris and a botha.  anelia Marais, 

also from the institute for plant production was 

the main author of this article.

this congress has always  been dominated by 

presentations and delegates from the northern 

provinces, but this year the  institute and our 

department  also made a big splash from the 

Western cape with a total of 10 platform presen-

tations and 5 poster presentations. drs johann 

strauss and johan labuschagne were also 

elected as members of the sascp 

management committee.

RTDS ExCEL 
AT CONgRESS

dr MiKE FErrEira

research, technology and 

development services

mikef@elsenburg.com

proFEssor MarK hardy

research, technology and 

development services

markh@elsenburg.com
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For the period, 2007 to 2011, approximately 82 students were successfully articulated from the Further Education & training

band to Higher Education, enabling them to pursue their studies on the Higher Certificate and or B.Agric programme. A 

number of these students went on to complete their Diploma in Extension and or B.Agric programme, a fine example being 

Mr Franco Williams.

Further success stories and achievements of the learnership programme can be attested to through the achievements of 

the below candidates, who were also recipients of the uap award for best learnership student:

2007: stefanus heunis

2008: peter-john danster

2009: neljanine somon

2010: caryn-lee jantjies

2011: charlton bowkers

divan-jon paulse enrolled in 2010 on a plant production learnership nQF level 1 at the FEt centre, clanwilliam, 

specialising in pomology.   he completed the level 1 pomology learnership and was top of his class. in 2011 he 

continued his studies and enrolled for the nQF level 4 plant production learnership.  the curriculum exposed him to 

various aspects of plant production, including viticulture as a subject module. he once again excelled in his academics 

and was awarded the overall best learnership student for 2011, thus being nominated as the recipient of the novare 

Bursary Award for 2011, to commence studies in 2012.  Divan-Jon was accepted for the Higher Certificate Programme 

at higher Education at Elsenburg via the articulation process and will be furthering his studies in plant production. 

he is extremely grateful to his sponsor and the Western cape department of agriculture for affording him the 

opportunity to realise his dream and endeavours to work hard and eventually would like to become obtain a diploma 

and or b.agric qualification.   

the UAP Award for best learnership student in 

Vegetables and agronomy in 2011 was charlton bowkers 

as pictured here with Mr s jelander, centre Manager at 

george campus.

the Novare bursary Award for learnership 2011 

went to divan-jon paulse.

AgRICULTURAL LEARNERSHIPS 
TAKE Off IN LEAPS AND bOUNDS

the sub-programme Further Education and training is mandated to deliver skills-based 

training programmes and structured learnerships to a diverse target group, i.e. farmers, 

comprising of subsistence, smallholder and commercial farmers, rural-and peri-urban 

agricultural communities and youth, across the provincial districts of the Western cape.

since 2007 there had been a phenomenal growth in the number of registered students 

on learnership programmes; a qualification on nQF level 1 – 4 in various agricultural 

disciplines, which is accredited by saQa and endorsed by agrisEta.

training is not only based on the Elsenburg main campus, but also delivered at the 

desentralised training centres, namely bredasdorp, oudtshoorn and george, of which 

some are located either on the experiential farms of the department and or within the 

boundaries of traditional agricultural schools, such as augsburg in clanwilliam. 

since 2007, a total of 511 students graduated on the various learnership programmes 

and received a competency certificate from the agrisEta, an accredited authority for 

agricultural training within the primary agricultural sector. this competency certificate 

is linked to accredited unit standards and is recognised on the national Qualification 

Framework as a full qualification. the average pass rate recorded over a 5-year period 

stands at 80%.

     douglas chitEpo

Elsenburg agricultural 

training institute

douglasc@elsenburg.com
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dr dirK trosKiE

specialist advisor: 

agricultural Economics

dirkt@elsenburg.com

Everybody knows...

it is “common knowledge” that farmers in the rich world are heavily subsidised whilst those 

in developing countries receive scant support.  but, does this “truth” hold water?  Finding an 

answer to this question is the topic of this article. 

it is important to establish, before we continue, what is meant by “subsidised”.  as support to 

the agricultural sector has long been an established (and contentious) policy measure in the 

developed world, the organisation for Economic cooperation and development (oEcd), 

the club of “developed” nations, has established a methodology to measure agricultural 

subsidies.  Within the wide range of criteria established by them the producer subsidy 

Equivalent (psE) and single commodity transfer (sct) are the two most important criteria 

for the purpose of this paper.  these two criteria  respectively measure the total transfers to 

farmers and the transfers per commodity.  both these criteria can range from 100% (in which 

case the total value of income received by farmers is actually from the state) to a negative 

value (when farmers are making a net contribution to the fiscus). In calculating these criteria 

the following elements are considered: 

a) the gap between the domestic price of the product and the price at the border 

(tariffs, non tariff barriers, sanitary and phyto sanitary measures, border inefficien-

cies, etc. play a role);

b) budgetary transfers (such as direct transfers, input subsidies, the salary of 

 government advisors and researchers, etc.); and 

c) income foregone by the state (for instance tax rebates, preferential interest rates, 

 etc.) (oEcd, 2011b). 

.... that rich countries subsidises their farmers.

by using this criteria it is true that the member countries of the organisation for Economic development and cooperation (oEcd) 

supported their farmers to the value of $227 billion in 2010 (oEcd, 2011).  on average this is roughly equal to 18,32% of the income that 

oEcd farmers received in 2010 (see Figure 1).  to put this in perspective it can be noted that the total income received by south african 

farmers amounted to r131 billion ($17,9 billion at an exchange rate of r7,3 to $1) in the same year (calculated from daFF, 2011).   

However, of more significance than the actual level of support in 2010 is the trend over the past couple of decades. Figure 1 informs us 

that agricultural support in oEcd countries has declined from close to 38,3% of farmer’s income in 1987 to the current levels of 18,3%. it 

follows that a trend can be observed of rich countries cutting their agricultural subsidies by close to 2/3 of a percentage point every year.  

although it is true that the high commodity prices of 2008 and 2010 removed the need for agricultural subsidies in those particular years, 

it does not remove the fact that a general declining trend in agricultural support can be observed over the longer term.

but, not all developed countries play the game....

Within the OECD significant differences exists in the level of agricultural support bestowed by different countries on their farmers. Whereas 

farmers in norway (60,6%), switzerland (53,9%) and japan (50,0%) received more than half or their income from the state (are they still 

farmers or are they actually civil servants?), farmers in chile (2,9%), australia (2,2%) and new Zealand (0,5%) received less than 3% of 

their income in the form of government support (Figure 2).  

.... and some developing countries are entering the fray.

it is interesting to note that in 2010 russia, the “r” in the brics group of countries, is actually subsidising its farmers to the level of 21,4% 

of their income.  this is higher than the 19,8% that the Eu contributes to their farmer’s income.  Even china (the “c” in brics), at 17,4% 

of their farmer’s income are not far behind (Figure 2).  incidentally, india (the “i”) has consistently refused access to researchers from the 

oEcd to access their data.  however, as their agricultural import tariffs tend to be 30% and higher and a number of other agricultural 

support schemes exists, one could actually expect that their agricultural support would exceed the 50% mark.

Of even more significance is the difference in the direction of change in agricultural support between developing and developed countries 

(see Figure 3).  it is clear that, over the past one and a half decade agricultural support in the brics countries (with the exception of south 

africa - the “s”) has increased with between 6,8 and 11,5 percentage points while support in the European union has declined by more 

than 14,9 percentage points.  south africa, with a decline of 12,7 percentage points, is clearly out of step with its fellow brics partners.

Within countries individual industries are attracting differential support....

in south africa the sugar industry is still capturing the majority of the support bestowed on the agricultural sector.  the only other industry 

with a higher than average level of support is the Maize industry.  it is interesting that all the industries using maize as an important input 

(i.e. pigmeat, eggs, poultry and milk) shows negative transfers (see Figure 4).  Furthermore, it is remarkable to see that the commodities 

of importance for the Western cape province receive either zero or negative levels of support.

....with developing countries clearly using subsidies to stimulate value adding industries.

this situation is in sharp contrast to the trend in other developing countries (see table 1).  in most developing countries it is not grains and 

oilseeds, but animal products, receiving support.  as animal products is a mechanism to add value to crops, it follows that these countries 

are following a strategy to add value to primary crops and in this way are ensuring that a larger part of consumer expenditure are staying 

in the country and countryside. 

In conclusion:

This article shows that agricultural subsidies are declining in developed countries.  At first sight this may be seen as good news.  However, 

it must be recognised that, although subsidies has became too expensive for a number of countries to maintain, the political and economic 

importance of rural areas in developed countries has not declined.  it follows that developed governments will use alternative methods to 

protect their farmers; instruments such as real and bogus sanitary, quality and regulatory mechanisms.    

Furthermore, it is clear that South Africa is out of step with its BRICS partners on two fronts.  In the first instance agricultural support is 

increasing in the other brics countries.  at the same time it is true that the other brics countries are using subsidies to support value 

adding or secondary activities and in this way ensures that a larger part of consumer expenditure stays in the country and countryside.

FigurE 1:

Change in average producer 

support in OECD Countries: 

1986 - 2010.

source: oEcd (2011)

FigurE 2: 

Producer support in OECD and 

developing countries during 2010.

source: oEcd (2011)

DyNAMICS Of THE 
UNEVEN PLAyINg fIELD
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FigurE 3: 

Change in producer support in 

selected countries over the period 

1995 to 2010.

source: oEcd (2011)

FigurE 4: 

Single Commodity Support (SCT) to 

South African agricultural products 

in 2010. The red line indicates the 

PSE for South African Agriculture.

source: oEcd (2011)

tablE 1: Single Commodity Transfers (SCT) in selected countries during 2010.

COMMODITy RSA China brazil Russia Ukraine    Australia EU USA OECD

Wheat   28,1 12,1 -31,6 -8,3   0,2 6,0 5,0

Maize  2,6 23,3 2,2 -51,8 -13,7    2,6 3,2

other grains    -33,4 -4,9    4,2 6,7

rice   -3,2 17,8      2,0  17,0 1,9 58,0

rapeseed  16,4        1,5

Sunflower    -104,5 -17,5     5,1

soybean  23,9 0,7     1,7 3,2 4,2

sugar  6,5 28,7 0,2 27,8 32,7   2,6 28,3 13,7

Milk  -0,4 22,3 17,5 29,0 -5,2   1,8 1,8 10,6

beef & Veal -0,2 10,5  22,9 -7,9   12,6  9,8

sheepmeat  12,0      15,4 9,0 10,2

Wool          18,0 1,3

pigmeat -1,2 12,1  47,6 53,2   3,0  1,3

poultry  -1,0 3,2  45,9 38,8   31,3  13,0

Eggs  -1,1 -1,1  9,4 3,4   1,0  5,9

other  0,3 12,0 3,3 9,7 0,5   3,5 1,5 10,5

REfERENCES

daFF (2011) abstract of agricultural statistics 2011.  report, department of agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, pretoria.

oEcd (2011) producer support Estimates.  statistical database of the organisation for Economic cooperation and development, paris.

oEcd (2011b) introduction to the oEcd producer support Estimate and related indicators of agricultural support.  report, 

  organisation for Economic cooperation and development, paris

die gebruik van ‘n poppekasteater om die beginsels van bewaring, lewe in harmonie met die 
natuur en volhoubaarheid aan die jeug in die landelike areas te verduidelik, het die afgelope 
aantal jare groot sukses behaal. paul en Marina Eilers is die Veldkerjakkers-poppemeesters 
en hulle skryf die teks van die opvoerings, in samewerking met die landcare beamptes.

danksy landcare -befondsing kon die VEldKErjaKKErs-poppekas in november van 
2011 weer by sewe skole in die Karoo besoek aflê. ‘n Nuwe poppekasteks is geskryf, gebas-
seer op die lesse wat tydens die afgelope jaar se landcare-poppekasbesoeke geleer is en 
spesifiek ook om die gebrek aan geletterdheid van die kinders in ag te neem. 

die poppekasaanbieding help nou ook die kleingoed om die alfabet te leer en daar word 
veral gefokus op die grondslagfase (graad 1- 3) en ook die graad 4’s. dit moet egter pret bly 
en nie soos ‘n skoolles wees nie.

die gedagte het ontstaan om via poppekasdiertjies vir die kinders te leer hoe om die basiese 
klinkers (a, e, i, o en u) te herken. daarmee saam word die vyf belangrike natuurlike hulpbronne 
– grond, lug, water, diere en plante, ook bygewerk as deel van die storie. die fokus is dus: ons 
kan nie woorde maak sonder die vyf klinkers nie en ons kan ook nie op ons aarde bly leef sonder 
die natuurlike hulpbronne nie. ons moet dus leer bewaar en ook leer lees en verstaan.

niks is bokant die leerders se vuurmaakplek nie. hulle verstaan die storie, begryp waaroor die 
boodskap gaan, sing lustig mee, klap hande, lag lekker en is tjoepstil as dit van hulle gevra word. 

hieruit is ‘n nuwe poppekasstorie: – die esel ken nie sy naam nie - gebore. tussen Marina 
en phyllis pienaar is die teks geskryf, daar is ’n paar nuwe liedjies opgeneem en ‘n esel-pop, 
apie- en bytjie (insek-pop) is gemaak en die nuwe landcare-poppekasstorie is gedurende 
november 2011 by 7 skole in die Karoo-streek gaan vertel.

omdat die diere apie = a, esel = E, insek (by) = i, otter = o en uil = u deel vorm van die 
Veldkerjakkers-poppekas se storie, en almal deel is van die Karoo-kinders se leefwêreld, 
voel almal sommer dadelik tuis tussen die diere-maats. hulle ken hulle, weet van hulle en 
sien hulle dikwels in hul leefomgewing. daarom is die boodskap aktueel en baie tersaaklik. 

die kommentaar en terugvoer was oudergewoonte wonderlik positief en ons weet weer ons 
maak ‘n verskil in die jong leerders en die leerkragte se lewens.

Gedurende die periode 7 tot 14 November 2011 is die Zwartberg Primêr (Prince Albert), 
Prince Albert Primêr, Laerskool Merweville, George Fredericks Primêr (Merweville), Klaar-
stroom Primêr en Maddison Primêr (Letjiesbos) besoek en 515 kinders en 16 onderwysers 
het die opvoerings bygewoon.

dis al by sommige skole die vierde besoek die afgelope 4 jaar en dis baie duidelik die onderwysers en leerders onthou die vorige besoeke 
met  groot geesdrif en almal vra agterna of ons groot asseblief tog aanstaande jaar weer sal kom kuier. almal word ook terdeë bewus 
gemaak van die feit dat hierdie poppekasaanbiedings gratis vir die leerders aangebied word danksy die befondsing van junior landcare 
(Wes-Kaapse departement van landbou).

baie dankie aan paul en Marina Eilers die Veldkerjakkers-poppemeesters, vir hul entoesiasme en ywer, om ‘n sukses te maak van die aksie.

DIE VOLgENDE SKRIfTELIKE TERUgVOERINg IS ONTVANg VANAf LEERKRAgTE:

Mev Williams van Maddison Primêr: “leerders geniet die poppeteater.  dis baie leersaam.  die aanbieders doen uitstekende 
werk. gaan voort met die goeie werk.”

Mnr De Jongh van Klaarstroom Primêr: “baie goed.  baie leersaam en die kinders het dit baie geniet en sien uit na die volgende 
besoek.”

Mev Delport van Prince Albert Primêr: “die aanbieding voor die vertoning is lekker lewendig aangebied.  die vertoning was baie 
leersaam en die leerders het dit vreeslik geniet. ons kyk uit vir volgende jaar se vertoning. baie dankie.”

Die onderwyseres van george fredericks Primêr: “uitstekend! Klanke (klinkers) aanleer, gaan nooit weer dieselfde wees nie! 
ons gaan ook weer met ander oë na ons wonderike diere, plante en water kyk. Kom gerus weer. baie dankie!” 

niks is bokant die leerders se vuurmaakplek nie. hulle verstaan die storie, begryp waaroor die boodskap gaan, sing lustig mee, klap hande, 
lag lekker en is tjoepstil as dit van hulle gevra word. 

VELDKERJAKKERS 
POPPEKAS

ANDRé ROUX

landbou-ingenieurswese

andrer@elsenburg.com

poppekasteater in klaskamer te 

riversdal.

dopman en spoff, twee van die 

poppekas karakters waarmee die 

landcare boodskap oorgedra 

word aan jong kinders.
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ASSISTINg VULNERAbLE MEMbERS Of OUR SOCIETy 
at Knysna’s Epilepsy centre 180 meals are prepared daily in order to cater for 

the 60 permanent patients under their care. the Western cape department of 

agriculture assists this centre with producing fresh vegetables for their kitchen. 

a rainwater harvesting and drip irrigation system was installed, a shade cloth 

structure constructed, and various production inputs, training sessions and 

demonstrations given for this cause. low cost production methods are emphasised 

and practiced here. For instance manure, collected from the local elephant 

sanctuary and dairy farms, are utilised. a worm composting system (vermiculture 

unit) has been established, where suitable organic waste from their kitchen, is 

recycled. the liquid and compost obtained from this system, are also used to feed 

their seedlings and maintain their soil’s fertility. Departmental extension officials 

carry out regular visits in order to assist the centre with advice and information. 

for more information regarding this article, please contact the author.

EPILEPSy fOOD gARDEN PROJECT JOURNAL   JOERNAAL

ELSENbURg

WEED INVASION Of NO-TILL, 
PENNISETUM CLANDESTINUM PASTURES fOLLOWINg OVER-SOWINg 
WITH LOLIUM SPP. by MEANS Of MULCHINg
pieter swanepoel & dr phillip botha

ASSESSINg CANOLA HARVEST LOSSES IN THE WESTERN CAPE
dr johann strauss, lisa smorenburg, Willie langenhoven, samie laubscher & piet lombard

CROSSbRED COWS COULD CONTRIbUTE TO PUbLIC HEALTH
dr carel Muller
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agricultural advisor: Knysna Ward

Western cape department 

of agriculture

tel: 044 382 1061

E-mail: phumlam@elsenburg.com
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outeniqua research Farm

Abstract

the damage that weeds have on dairy production system from 

kikuyu-ryegrass pastures in the southern cape region of south 

africa is not known. once a year, the kikuyu ground-cover is mulched 

and oversown with ryegrass. directly after mulching, various weeds 

emerge and often form dense plant populations, likely to have a 

onsiderable effect on pasture productivity. the aim of this study was 

to determine the change and severity of weed species composition in 

established kikuyu-ryegrass pastures as affected by oversowing with 

ryegrass by means of mulching. Weed occurrence was assessed 

before mulching, after mulching and before first graze. The control 

treatment was not mulched, but assessed the same day the weeds 

were assessed after mulching. a total of 12 weed species were 

recorded in the pasture. low weed numbers were detected in soil 

that was not mulched. Emergence of four annual weed species was affected by mulching, of which urtica urens and stellaria media 

were quantatively most important. Weed control measures for pastures heavily infested with u. urens and s. media needs to be 

considered. perennial weeds was not affected by mulching. 

Keywords: annual weeds, disturbance, no-till system, oversowing, perennial weeds

currently, more emphasis is placed on sustainable economic development in the south african agricultural sector. the recognition of the 

significance of practices affecting the soil have led to augmented pressures on agriculturalists to keep the production per unit area as 

high as possible, while sustaining natural ecosystems (tate 1992, brady and Weil 2002). these pressures are equally pertinent on soil 

and pasture production systems. 

The impact of weeds on irrigated pastures, specifically in kikuyu-ryegrass (Pennisetum clandestinum – Lolium spp.) systems, are often not 

realised by farmers. the damages caused to pasture crops by weeds include yield reductions or even crop failures, lower nutrient availability 

to the cultivated crop, excessive plant energy expenditure on competition, poor seed production and shortened stand longevity (tracy et al. 

2004). this subsequently leads to increased management costs associated with herbicide application and pasture renovation, threatening eco-

nomic and ecological sustainability (tracy et al. 2004, abawi et al. 2008). another major adverse effect of weeds is poisoning of livestock, since 

many weeds are poisonous and may cause sub-clinical, chronic conditions and are often fatal (Kellerman et al. 1996, Van Wyk et al. 2002). 

the magnitude of damage to dairy production system from pastures in the southern cape region of south africa is not known and may 

be significant. The systems are mainly permanent no-till kikuyu based pastures, oversown with different ryegrass species and varieties. 

during autumn, when kikuyu growth rate decrease, the ground-cover consists of stolons and rhizomes, which is mulched to prevent the 

kikuyu from building up an unpalatable matt of poor quality roughage, and is oversown with ryegrass. ryegrass species are temperate, 

high quality grasses, used to reinforce the kikuyu during colder seasons, when kikuyu is dormant. a long term established pasture as 

in this case, should have minimal weed invasion when management is acceptable (tracy and sanderson 2004). this is not always the 

reality, as cattle grazing the pastures and oversowing practices cause disturbances of the equilibrium in soil and between plant species 

(bromilow 2001). directly after mulching, various weeds emerge and often forming dense plant populations, likely to have a considerable 

effect on pasture productivity. 

the mulcher, however, remains the implement of choice as it is superior to rotavators and other tillage-implements as these disturb the 

soil, cause soil compaction, destroy soil aggregates and has other adverse effects on soil physical, chemical and biological properties 

(brady and Weil 2002, botha 2003). tillage also favour rapid breakdown of soil organic matter, an undesirable outcome for sustainable 

pastures (tainton 2000).

the aim of this study was to determine the change and severity of weed species composition in established kikuyu-ryegrass pastures as 

affected by oversowing with ryegrass by means of mulching. this study can contribute towards a comprehensive understanding of the 

diversity of weeds in pastures and the change in species composition caused by annual mulching for oversowing the kikuyu base with ryegrass.

the study was carried out on outeniqua research Farm near george in the Western cape province of south africa (altitude 201 m, 33 

58’38” s and 22 25’ 16” E) (botha et al. 2009). the area has a temperate climate with a long term average annual rainfall of 728 mm. 

rainfall is evenly distributed throughout the year (arc 2010). 

The area is characterised by an Estcourt soil type (Soil Classification Working Group 1991, Botha 2003). The top 250 mm of the soil profile 

consisted of an orthic-a horizon with a weakly developed structure. the colour of this horizon was grey or dark-grey, since it was subject 

to waterlogging.  this horizon has a loamy texture, an organic carbon content of 4.25% and a ph(Kcl) of 5.7. the top horizon is followed 

by an E-horizon and subsequently a prismacutanic B horizon (Soil Classification Working Group 1991, Botha 2003). 

the area assessed consisted of a 6660 m2 of established kikuyu pasture in a no-till system, subdivided into twelve similar sized strips, 

and grazed by jersey cows at a high intensity in a strip-grazing system. pasture allocation was managed by means of a rising plate meter, 

estimating the dry matter (dM) production of herbage (kg dM ha-1), dM production rate (kg dM ha-1 day-1) and dM intake per cow avail-

able (botha 2003). an adequate area was allocated to cows when the grasses are of highest quality, i.e. less than 2200 kg dM ha-1 above 

30 mm (bargo et al. 2003, McEvoy et al. 2009). the pasture was grazed down to a height of 30 mm above ground level (botha 2003). 

When pure kikuyu swards became dormant during autumn, the pastures were oversown with annual Westerwolds ryegrass (lolium 

multiflorum var. Westerwoldicum) of the cultivar Jeanne for a steady fodder flow throughout the winter and spring. The kikuyu pasture 

was grazed down to a height of 30 mm, followed by broadcasting of ryegrass seed. the area was mulched on 12 april 2010 with a nobili 

mulcher with 32 universal cutting blades to mulch the plant material to ground level. Finally the area was rolled with a cambridge land 

roller, providing a firm seedbed of mulched material (Botha 2003). 

the recommended rate of nitrogen (n) fertilser application was 55 kg n ha-1 after each grazing (labuschagne 2009). the soil fertility 

status was corrected to the recommended soil fertility levels for a kikuyu-ryegrass pasture namely p (citric acid) > 30 ppm, K 80-100 ppm, 

s > 11 ppm, cu > 1.0 ppm, Zn > 1.0 ppm, Mn 10-15 ppm and ph(Kcl) of 5 – 5.5 (botha 2003). 

plants were watered periodically by use of a permanent irrigation system. the soil moisture status was determined with aid of tensiom-

eters placed 15 cm into the soil. the soil water potential was kept between -10 and -25 kpa (botha 2002). 

occurrence of species is dependent on the previous management history of the area (popay et al. 1993). therefore, the previous 

management of this experimental area with regards to weed control would affect the occurrence of weed species. however, weed control 

was not a priority in this area and no herbicides had been used on, or in close proximity of this experimental area. Weeds were allowed 

to complete their life cycles to form seeds and have subsequently led to reinforcement of the weed seedbank.

the experimental layout was a randomised block design with twelve blocks (six mulched, six not mulched). the treatment was time with three 

levels (before mulching, three weeks after mulching and before grazing). Weed diversity was assessed three times in each block. The first 

assessment was performed before mulching on 8 – 9 april 2010 and used as a benchmark for weed occurrence in the established kikuyu 

pasture. the kikuyu base was well established and no bare soil was visible. the average monthly growth rate for this pasture was recorded to 

be slow during the april and May, 0 and 28 kg dM ha-1 day-1, respectively (Van der colf et al. 2009). three weeks after mulching (4 – 5 May 

2010) the area was assessed for the second time to determine the number and composition of species while the companion grasses were 

still young and uncompetitive. Before the first graze, 27 – 28 May 2010, the area was assessed for the third time to determine the number and 

composition of weed species when the canopy of the companion grasses start to close and the competitive ability of the grasses are higher. 

the control treatment consisted of six replicates of similar sized strips. it was not mulched and assessed on 4 – 5 May 2010.

a square quadrat of 0.25 m2 was placed every 2 m on a transect through the center of each of the camps and repeated 70 times. the 

margins of the camps were avoided as it is not representative of the pasture system. all species that occurred in the quadrat, except 

kikuyu and ryegrass, was identified and counted. The total number of weed species and number of occurrences of each species, within 

each quadrat, were recorded (barker 2001). 

For this study, a weed was defined as any species occurring in the system apart from P. clandestinum and Lolium spp. (Bridges 1994). 

Volunteer crops are plants, that may have economical importance if they grow elsewhere, but that grow between the specific crop that 

is cultivated (bromilow 2001). in this case, paspalum notatum, paspalum dilatatum, bromus catharticus, Eragrostis plana, sporobolus 

africanus and trifolium repens were examples of species commonly found in the pastures on outeniqua research Farm. these species 

may significantly contribute to the pasture biomass production and quality, but were not specifically incorporated into the pastures by 

seeding practices. no differentiation was made between weeds and volunteer crops for this study. 

the data were analysed accordingly to the described experimental design. an analysis of variance was performed using sas 9.2 (2008). 

The GLM model was used for the analysis of variance. The residuals were tested for normality to fulfill the assumption of the ANOVA. 

A Student’s t-test, with LSD at 5% significance level, was conducted to compare treatment means (SAS Institute Inc. 2008). 

a total of 12 weed species were recorded in the kikuyu-ryegrass pasture, of which eight were perennials and three annuals (table i). all 

species were not necessarily found in all replicates, certain weed species were not common in the pasture and only a few occurrences 

were recorded. the shapiro-Wilk test of square root transformed data yielded p-values indicating the normality of the data. p-values 

greater than 0.05 indicates normality of transformed data and is shown in table i.  

DR PHILLIP bOTHA
phillipb@elsenburg.com

PIETER SWANEPOEL
pieters@elsenburg.com

Weed invasion of no-till, Pennisetum 
clandestinum pastures following over-sowing 
with Lolium spp. by means of mulching
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tablE i

Species identified in the kikuyu-ryegrass pasture and associated P-values of the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality (P-values higher than 

0.05 indicate normality of data). 

NR. SCIENTIfIC NAME  COMMON NAME   LIfE CyCLE  P-VALUE

1 Amaranthus deflexus  Common pigweed   Perennial  0.10948

2 arctotheca calendula  cape marigold   perennial  0.87299

3 bromus catharticus  rescuegrass   perennial  0.94759

4 coronopus didymus  twin cress   annual   0.82861

5 Eragrostis plana   tough lovegrass   perennial  0.59106

6 paspalum dilatatum  common paspalum  perennial  0.06993

7 rumex crispus   curly dock   perennial  0.47446

8 Solanum retroflexum  Nightshade   Annual   0.58830

9 sporobolus africanus  ratstail dropseed   perennial  0.90083

10 stellaria media   chickweed   annual   0.24188

11 trifolium repens   White clover   perennial  0.24052

12 urtica urens   common stinging nettle  annual   0.75733

the total number of weed seedlings which emerged from each treatment of each of the six replicates is shown in Figure i. Few weeds 

were detected before mulching and was supported by the findings of Popay et al. (1993). There was an abrupt increase in the total number 

of weed seedlings after mulching, but subsequently decreased with time, also in concurrence with the findings of Popay et al. (1993). This 

was likely due to the competitive effects of the weeds and grasses, especially for light. phytopathogens occurring in soil may also have 

contributed to the decline in seedling number.

FigurE i 

average total number of weed species detected per square meter in each replicate.

if the assumption was made that soil chemical, biological and physical characteristics are homogeneous, then climate was the only other 

external factor that changed over the study period, although the change was small (Figure ii). 

FigurE ii

Minimum and maximum temperatures for the study period.

For mulching to have had an effect stronger than that of climate, the control treatment needed to be similar to the ‘before mulching’ 

treatment and different from the ‘after mulching’ and ‘before grazing’ treatments. this was only true for four annual weeds, c. didymus,  

S. retroflexum, S. media and U. urens, and it can, therefore, be deduced that emergence of these species are prompted by disturbance 

of the system equilibrium by means of mulching (table ii). 

tablE ii

square root transformed data of average number of occurrences per 0.25m2 quadrat, showing the degree of infestation. 

sciEntiFic naME  8 – 9 april    4 – 5 May   27 – 28 May  lsd 

    arEa to bE MulchEd control MulchEd MulchEd (0.05)

Amaranthus deflexus  1.67a   1.32ab  0.20b  0.40b  1.149

arctotheca calendula  1.64a   0.00a  2.37a  1.87a  2.045

bromus catharticus  6.57b   14.56a  5.17b  5.03b  2.775

coronopus didymus  0.00b   0.00b  5.12a  1.18b  1.909

Eragrostis plana  1.58a   0.33a  1.06a  0.29a  1.336

paspalum dilatatum  1.86a   1.38a  0.92ab  0.00b  1.277

rumex crispus   1.68a   1.41a  2.08a  1.93a  1.427

Solanum retroflexum  0.33b   0.33b  1.69a  1.08ab  1.039

sporobolus africanus  0.74a   0.00a  0.80a  0.33a  0.885

stellaria media   0.33b   0.00b  18.21a  15.82a  5.416

trifolium repens  4.10b   5.69ab  7.29a  6.19ab  2.410

urtica urens   1.90c   0.00c  54.67a  43.32b  9.340

abcMeans within species with no common superscript differed significantly (P-value < 0.05).

LSD = Least significant difference (P-value = 0.05)

annuals, however, emerge and complete their life cycle within a year, add seed to the seedbank that emerge during disturbance in the 

successive season, and is only a concern if infestation is heavy enough to significantly decrease the production potential of the pasture. 

only u. urens and s. media infestation was heavy and it is recommended that the impact of these species should be monitored. 
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increased numbers of perennial species after mulching would have been of great concern, as this will eventually lead to a complete failure 

of the kikuyu-ryegrass pasture, but emergence of perennials was not affected significantly (P-value > 0.05) by mulching.

s. media is a slender, creeping herbacious weed easily overshadowed by ryegrass as phenological characteristics does not permit 

aggressive competition with companion grasses. Even though the quality of the species is unknown, it is palatable and grazed by cows. 

u. urens had by far the largest population in pasture after mulching (54.67 per 0.25m2). interestingly, there was an abrupt emergence 

of this annual weed after mulching, but the population decreased with time, until the pasture was ready to be grazed. intraspecies and 

interspecies competition between u. urens and ryegrass, especially for light, may have been the likely cause of the decreased population 

over time. as the ryegrass leaves developed, overshadowing of smaller u. urens seedlings occurred and may inhibit vigorous develop-

ment eventually leading to death. likewise, however, u. urens may decrease the amount of light reaching the ryegrass and kikuyu growth 

points, lowering potential pasture production. u. urens was grazed by dairy cows only when the plants are very young, and the stinging 

hairs have not yet fully developed potency. however, once these plants become older, they are not grazed, decreasing the potential area 

for pasture utilization.

B. catharticus behaved differently from the other species and was the only species that were significantly (P < 0.05) different in the control 

treatment compared with the assessment that was performed before mulching (Table II). This shows that the mulching had no significant 

effect (p > 0.05) on b. catharticus, and could only have been an effect of climate. 

species composition was also altered by disturbance by mulching. before mulching, the dominant species were perennials (a. calendula, 

b. catharticus, t. repens). the percentage of u. urens of total number of weeds was 7.15% before mulching, but increased to over 52.7% 

after mulching. s. media increased from 1.24% to more than 17.6% after mulching. 

in conclusion, results from this investigation show that low weed numbers were detected before mulching, but annual weed numbers 

increased abruptly after mulching, and subsequently decreased with time. only u. urens and s. media infestation was heavy enough to 

cause concern and the impact of these species should be investigated. perennial weeds were unaffected by mulching.

B. catharticus behaved differently from the other species and mulching had no significant effect on B. catharticus, and could only have 

been an effect of climate. 

For the Southern Cape dairy farmer to survive the current high economic pressures and small profit margins, the farming systems need 

to be adapted to more precise and intensive farming systems. therefore, to maximise the output of the farming systems, management 

should be adapted that will discourage weed seed germination, or decrease the influx of weed seeds into the seedbank. Development of 

guidelines for an environmentally sound, sustainable and integrated weed control programme should be considered.
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Introduction

A critical step in production of canola (Brassica napus) is seed harvest (Thomas et al., 1991).  Significant seed losses can occur due to 

natural shedding and crop disturbance by harvesting machinery.  the farming community of the Western cape has raised questions about 

the difference between the potential yield of canola (as indicated by several seasons of canola cultivar trials) and the actual (or realized) 

yields achieved by producers and delivered to the silo.  avoidable seed losses currently exacerbate the perception that canola production 

is less profitable than wheat production.  

During the 2007 season the post-harvest volunteer canola present in the fields following early summer rains indicated large losses of 

canola either prior to or during harvest, or both.  although a great deal of work had been done to compare yields produced by different 

pre-harvest treatments including swathing, direct combining, growth regulators and desiccants (ogilvy et al., 1992) , there is a limited 

amount of information on the amounts of seed lost in harvesting (bowerman, 1984).  the loss of seed maybe attributed to natural 

shedding (including inclement weather conditions during ripening) and/or harvest machine losses.  yield losses vary widely. a 

conservative estimate of 150kg per hectare loss in seed over the estimated 38 000 ha of canola planted in 2008, could result in a loss of 

5700 ton.  in south africa no assessment of these losses has been done.  

the two main methods of harvesting canola in the Western cape are swathing (favored by the southern cape producers) and direct 

combining (favored by the swartland producers).  swathing is a safer option in adverse weather conditions, as the ripening seed is 

protected within a well formed swath (Macleod, 1981, Vera et al, 2006).  price et al. (1996) reported overall losses in canola ranging from 

1,7% to 4,9% for direct combining and 2,6% to 4,6% for the swathed crop.  the losses due to natural shedding were 1,2% to 2% in the 

direct combined canola and zero to 0,9% in the swathed crop.  it is important to note that these losses were observed in a crop that was 

harvested at the recommended time.  other reports indicate that when harvested under ideal conditions losses of 2 – 5 % are expected, 

compared to losses of up to 50% when canola is harvested in unfavorable conditions (Macleod, 1981; thomas et al., 1991; brown et al., 

1995).  losses of between 12 and 30% were recorded in a crop rotation trial in the swartland (hardy 2000).  if canola is harvested after the 

recommended time, crop loss can be expected as a result of over-ripening, which causes pods to shatter easily, especially under adverse 

weather conditions (sabry & copeland, 2001).  it is therefore important to asses these losses in a south african context so that a clear 

picture of the effect of harvesting can be obtained in order to minimize seed losses from ripening until the seed is in the silo.

Materials and Methods

the trial consisted of a randomized split plot design with two main treatments (swathed and straight combined), and four sub-treatments 

(one per plot) over a three year period from 2008 to 2010. This method was used for the first two years of the three year trial. In the third 

year a new anti-shatter agent was included in the study and desiccation of the crop (to ensure uniform ripening) was included as a main 

treatment and one of the main treatments was left out in the swathed canola. The Student’s t-LSD (Least Significant Difference) was used 

to compare treatment means at a 5% significance level.  The “STATS” module of SAS version 9.13 was used to analyze the data (SAS 

1999). the effects of treatment and their interactions on potential and harvested (actual) yield was analysed using this statistical technique. 

potential yield was determined by harvesting 15 randomly located 1m length rows from each plot (80m x 15m) at the optimum swathing time (50 

– 60% seed coloration) and then removing them from the field.  The number of samples needed to estimate the potential yield of each plot was 

determined by harvesting 160 samples and estimating the optimum sample number size through the coefficients of variation.  These samples 

will be used to estimate seed yield for the specific plot (used as the potential yield for the swathed and straight combined sub-plots).  Seed losses 

were assessed by the use of containers (2l icecream containers) placed in the field at the time of swathing until after the harvester has passed 

across them during the harvest process.  calculations of the seed losses were done by applying formulas suggested by riethmuller (2006).  

several types of harvest aid chemicals are used to improve harvesting characteristics of agronomic crops. anti-shattering chemicals can be 

used to prevent seed dehiscence from early-maturing fruiting structures until harvesting operations can be completed (grabowski, 1999).

data collected and analysed includes potential yield, actual yield, losses before harvest, losses during harvest, total losses and percentage loss.

Results and Discussion

Swath vs Straight Combine

the climatic conditions during the season play an enormous part in the yield of the canola crop.  the total amount of in-season rain 

(april to october) received over the three years of the trial period varied and showed a large decline from 2008 and 2009 to 2010. the 

in-seasonal rainfall, average potential yield and average actual yields loss over the three seasons are presented in table 1.    

tablE 1

summary of year effect on the canola harvest loss trial

yEAR IN-SEASON RAINfALL (MM) POTENTIAL yIELD (Kg/HA) ACTUAL yIELD (Kg/HA)

2008  308    2902    2135

2009  322    2466    1963

2010  192    1528    1305

A summation of the significant differences for the main trial parameters (2008 to 2010) of the two harvesting methods are given in Table 2.

tablE 2

Significant differences (95% confidence level) of main data observations

Harvest Method yield Pre-harvest Losses Losses with harvest Total losses Percentage loss

    (kg/ha) (kg/ha)   (kg/ha)   (kg/ha)  (kg/ha)

Swath  1872a 34a   263a   297a  20a

Straight  1716b 30a   229a   259b  20a

From the data collected over three seasons there was a significant difference between the actual yields of the swathed and straight 

combined canola. Swathed canola showed significantly higher average yield than the straight combined canola, with 1872 kg/ha and 1716 

kg/ha respectively.  a major factor contributing to these yield differences was the stormy conditions experienced in the 2009 season which 

caused severe pre-harvest losses in the straight combined canola.  the straight combined plots showed average yield losses of 375 kg/

ha compared to the swathed canola losses of 33 kg/ha.

no statistical differences between the two harvesting methods were observed for losses during pre-harvest and the harvest process.  both 

harvesting methods showed the same loss percentage over three trial period.  The significant differences between the two methods are 

better explained when the year effect is taken into account (table 3).

tablE 3

year effect on main parameters

year  yield  Pre-harvest loss  Harvest loss Total loss Percentage loss

  (kg/ha)  (kg/ha)   (kg/ha)  (kg/ha)  (%)

2008  2136a  27b   724a  750a  26a

2009  1963b  204a   299b  503b  20b

2010  1305c  34b   181b  214c  14c

the difference between harvest losses of the three seasons was subject to management of the trials. the 2008 season was harvested 

according to the standard practice of harvesting canola near 8% moisture content.  this proved to be a risky practice since the fruiting 

bodies (pods) are very dry and subject to shattering, causing higher losses.  From 2009 onwards it was decided to harvest at higher 

moisture content of between 13% and 14%.  This proved to be a revelation.  Harvest losses dropped significantly for the last two seasons. 

This fact is also reflected in the total losses and percentage loss.  The 2009 results would have been more in-line with the 2010 results if 

the trial was not subjected to the windy conditions.

ASSESINg CANOLA HARVEST 
LOSSES IN THE WESTERN CAPE

dr johann strauss
johannst@elsenburg.com

lisa sMorEnburg
lisas@elsenburg.com
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Anti-shattering agent

The use of an anti-shattering agent proved to be fruitless in the first two seasons with no statistical differences between the control plots 

(swathed and straight combined) and the plots that received the agent at varying stages. in fact the plots with the product showed lower 

yields than the control plots.

the new product used in the third cycle could prove to be of use in the straight combined canola in areas where strong winds are expected. 

although no statistical differences could be noted, the plots with the product showed similar losses than the control plots. this fact and 

the absence of string winds during the season could mean that the product might prove efficient in protecting the pods in strong winds in 

comparison to canola without the product. this needs to be investigated further to streamline the application of the anti-shattering agent.

Conclusions

the data suggests that there were no differences between swathed and straight combined canola in terms of percentage crop loss over 

the three year cycle.  differences on a year to year basis may vary between the two methods of harvesting canola, depending on climatic 

conditions in straight combined canola and timing of swathing the crop.  the decisions to harvest at an higher moisture content has 

definitely improved the harvest losses and stresses the fact that correct management of the crop is imperative for a successful yield even 

under the given set of climatic conditions.  The statistical significant difference between the total harvest losses between the two methods 

might have been skewed due the drastic losses experienced in the 2009 season in the straight combined plots.  this is however a reality 

of the crop during the ripening stages.  From the experience gained from the trial the following pointers are suggested:

1. swath the crop in areas prone to very strong winds especially during ripening a.

2. Ensure ground speed of the swather and the swather rake speed must be similar to ensure a smooth cutting of the crop since 

losses of up to 150kg can be experienced in the swathing action alone.  this also relates to the pick-up action when crop is 

mature, where a smooth intake of the canola is essential to minimize losses.  another important note is that the size of the wind-

row must be such that the harvester can handle it effectively.

3. swath at the correct stage of seed ripeness (55% seed coloration).  coloration percentage is determined by picking random 

pods across the camp, one pod per plant from the main stem.  if the color of 55% of the seed screened is not green anymore it 

is time to swath.  the might be necessary to start swathing from 45% seed coloration onwards if large areas have been planted 

to canola, since the crop is only at the correct stage of ripeness for around 3 to 4 days.

4. Correct cutting height for swathed crop – Preferred height is just above the first branch - this will help with to protect the windrow 

against wind and ease the pick-up action of the harvester.    

5. harvest from 13 – 14% moisture – higher losses occurs the drier the crop.  harvest from early morning till around 11 o’clock 

(maybe later depending on cool conditions), then from 4 o’clock onwards till such time that the crop becomes to moist.

6. if the crop is desiccated to ensure even ripening in a straight combined camp, it had to be done at 70% to 80%.  if done earlier 

it could mean a larger amount of unfilled seed, which in turn relate to lower crop yield.

7. Pick-up fronts specific for canola harvest can make a substantial difference to losses experienced during the actual harvesting  process.   
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Introduction

the fat component of milk has for many years been the proverbial black sheep of the food 

industry. generally it is recommended that the fat content of the human diet should be 

reduced for protection against cardiovascular diseases and some forms of cancer. this 

has resulted in the popularity of low fat milk, cheese and joghurt. however, the total amount 

of fat in milk is made up by a large number of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids. the 

difference between these two types of fat is dependant on the presence or absence of 

double bonds at specific sites on the carbon chain making up the fatty acid. Unsaturated 

faty acids are in a liquid form at room temperature and are considered “healthy fats”. 

it seems that the intake of saturated fatty acids is linked to cardiovascular diseases (see 

enclodes side bar).   

however, some researchers have found that lifestyle changes, as well as changes in 

diet, could contribute largely to the improvement of the general health of the public. by 

changing the type of fat in the diet as well as ingesting so-called “healthy” foods, a 

considerable contribution could be made to the health of people, specifically with regards 

to cardiovascular diseases and some forms of cancers. 

recently, the fat in milk has acquired an improved value as new research has shown that some fatty acids found in milk have a 

positive effect on the health status of people. it is especially fatty acids such as omega-3 and conjugated linoleic acid (cla) that seems 

to have anticancerigenic, antitherogenic, antidiabetic and antidipogenic effects. Food sources from animals are the richest sources 

of cla for humans, with milk having a higher concentration than meat. the amount of cla in cows’ milk is affected mostly by their 

diet. healthy fatty acids increase in the milk of cows when they consume green pastures and when they are fed feeds such as whole 

cottonseed. a number of overseas studies have shown that the cla content of holstein and jersy milk differ very little. a local study by 

the university of stellenbosch has found similar results. Fortunately, another study in canada showed that some dairy breeds produce 

milk with a higher CLA content than Holsteins. It is specifically the Fleckvieh breed, a Simmental derived dual-purpose breed, from 

germany, that produce milk with higher cla levels. this breed is found in large numbers in germany and some Eastern European 

countries and is, according to some sources, the second largest dairy type breed in the world. in germany it was found that the cla 

content of the milk of Fleckvieh cows is higher during the summer months when cows are on pastures than during the winter when 

cows are fed in stalls. 

some dairy farmers in the Western cape have been doing crossbreeding in their dairy herds using Fleckvieh as a sire breed. the aim 

is to produce hardier dairy cows specifically for the pasture based areas and to improve the fertility of Holstein cows. The beef income 

of the herd is also improved by using this dual-purpose breed. 

As farmers are always looking to find ways to improve their income, the question was raised whether similar results would be obtained 

from the local crossbreds as was found in international studies. this might mean that the milk from Fleckvieh crossbred cows could 

have a higher nutritional value for humans than the milk from purebred cows and that those farmers producing such milk should be 

compensated for it.    

 

since 2006, a number of holstein and jersey cows from the Eenkant Melkery at Elsenburg have been inseminated with semen from 

imported Fleckvieh sires. the aim of the study is to compare these crossbreds to purebred holsteins and jerseys with regards to 

their milk yield, milk composition, reproduction performance, beef production and lifetime performance within two production systems. 

holstein (h) and Fleckvieh x holstein (Fxh) cows receive a total mixed ration in zero grazing system while jersey (j) and Fleckvieh 

x jersey (Fxj) cows receive a mainly pasture based diet. during the winter, when pastures are limited, cows are supplemented with 

oat hay or silage. these two studies are now also being exploited to include determining the quality of the milk fat being produced by 

cows within these two systems. Milk samples are being collected within the frst 140 days of the lactation (first four milk recording tests) 

and also from 240 days in milk (milk recording test 7 and 8). the milk samples are frozen and handed over to dr stéfan abel at the 

Medical research council’s proMEc unit at the tygerberg hospital where the fatty acid compostion of the milk is determined through 

gas chromatography.   

CROSSbRED COWS 
COULD CONTRIbUTE 
TO PUbLIC HEALTH

DR CAREL MULLER 
Institute for Animal Production, 

Western Cape Department of 
Agriculture, Elsenburg
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the Western cape department of agriculture embarked on a joint venture eight years ago which 

still remains quite unique in our country. the event is the annual crop Estimates Workshop.  

in south africa the process of crop estimation is executed by the crop Estimates committee 

(cEc), which meets once a month in pretoria in order to review the estimated size of the 

various cereal crops.

the cEc plays an important part in terms of food security for south africa. the committee is facili-

tated by the department of agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (daFF) and is tasked to estimate the 

size of crops regarding summer and winter cereals. in addition, the nine provincial departments of 

agriculture are represented on the cEc to inform on local observations that could affect estimates.

in addition to the governmental departments mentioned, the daFF also appointed a consortium to assist in crop estimation. the consortium 

applies gis technologies with sound statistical methods to obtain objective estimates of all the major cereal crops produced in south africa.  lately, 

the consortium added picEs (producer independent crop Estimates survey) to their portfolio, which involves aerial surveys in those provinces 

who are largely involved in cereal crop production.  in the case of winter crops, picEs is executed in the Free state, Western and northern cape.

For the last eight years WCDA has been conducting workshops to assist delegates in gaining a true reflection of the current rainfall season 

and growing conditions for the cereal crops produced in this province.  the Western cape is obviously not so much involved in summer 

crops (maize, soyabeans, sorghum, ect), but mostly in winter crops (wheat, malting barley and canola).  Explained differently, the type of 

cereal crops in the Western cape plus the way cereal crops are cultivated (soil types and winter rains) differ from the rest of the country.  

the objective of this workshop is to point out and emphasise these differences.  in addition, the crop estimation process is explained to 

create a better understanding at local level.

local agri-businesses also form part of this joint venture.  since the workshop is held in a different area each year (alternating between the 

swartland and the overberg), the particular agri-business in that area is envited to play an important role in the activities of the workshop.  

last year the workshop took place on 11-12 august in swellendam which consisted of three sessions, involving presentations, an aerial 

survey over grain areas and a field visit to a farmer.  Altogether 18 delegates (representing WCDA, DAFF, other provinces, SSK, local 

municipality and private organisations) attended.  

dr johan strauss and piet lombard from the institute for crop sciences shared their valuable knowledge and expertise especially regard-

ing canola production and alternating crop cultivation systems in the overberg (it is interesting to note that canola has been cultivated ex-

clusively in the Western cape till recently.). in addition, most of the canola produced in the Western cape is cultivated in the ssK region, 

obviously in close proximity to the oil press in swellendam.  

these annual workshops have progressed over years due to the remarkable collaboration between Wcda, daFF, agri-businesses and 

private companies.  the willingness of local agri-businesses to continously host these workshops is surely gratifying.   support coming  

from private companies from the start has resulted in these successive annual workshops, even providing informative hands-on aerial 

surveys during the workshops.  

Knowledge gained from these workshops obviously add up to better informed estimates. In addition, these events also confirm the value of 

networking and relationships. the result is a better understanding of those factors which have a continuous affect on objective estimates.

Collaborative Approach towards 
Crop Estimation

hEnK cErFontEyn
henkc@elsenburg.com

tel: 021 808 5084
cell: 083 649 69 42

Results

at this stage approximately 350 milk samples from 160 cows collected at 6 milk sampling events have been analysed. the gas 

chromatography method indentifies 36 individual fatty acids in milk. In the first graph the ratio between crossbreds (FxH and FxJ) 

and purebred holsteins and jerseys are shown for the total amount of trans-3-fatty acids (n-3), trans-6-fatty acids (n-6), conjugated 

linoleic acid (cla), poli-unsaturated fatty acids (puFa), mono-unsaturated fatty acids (MuFa) and saturated fatty acids (sats). it is 

clear that the fatty acid content of the Fxj milk cows is considerably higher than that of purebred jersey cows. the levels of 34 from the 

possible 36 fatty acids are higher in the Fxj milk than in purebred jersey milk. in the other trial, 16 from the possible 36 fatty acids are 

higher in the Fxh milk than in holstein milk. the cla content of the crossbred milk is higher for both crossbred types in comparison to 

purebreds, i.e. 6 and 21% for the Fxh and Fxj cows respectively.  

 

a possible reason for the difference between the holstein and jersey cows is probably because the jerseys are in pasture system and 

that genetic differences between the crossbreds and purebreds could be more pronounced. it is expected that the experiment would 

be adapted to include a treatment with holstein and Fxj cows to be compared in pasture-based system as well.  

the second graph shows the cla content in the milk of purebred holstein (h) and jersey (j) cows, the Fleckvieh x holstein (Fxj) 

and the Fleckvieh x Jersey (FxJ) cows as affected by the time of milk sampling during the lactation. The first milk sampling was done 

within 35 days after calving and thereafter with further 35 day intervals. these results, however, are very provisional as more samples 

representing the different lactation stages should be analysed. results seem to indicate that lactation stage would be an important 

factor in determining the differences between individual cows. this would become very important when genetic differences for cla 

production among cows are to be determined.  

 

Conclusion

Further studies in this field would include determining the fatty acid composition of different milk products such as longlife milk, cheese 

and joghurt to see whether the positive ratio’s among “good” fatty acids found in milk are maintained.  
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WESTERN CAPE DELEgATION AT COP 17 
– REPORTINg bACK IN A “gREEN” NUTSHELL

A SyNOPTIC OVERVIEW by DR ILSE TRAUTMANN, DIRECTOR: 
RESEARCH, TECHNOLOgy AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

Introduction

cop 17 (with the theme “Working together: saving tomorrow today”) was the 17th session of the conference of the parties to the united 

nations Framework convention on climate change (unFccc) and took place in durban from 28 november to 11 december 2011. the 

Conference was expected to be concluded on the 9th of December, but negotiations only ended on the 11th with the finalisation of the 

agreement reached.

the purpose of cop 17 was to:

• Consolidate the process and advance the developments from Cancun (COP 16),

• Address the Kyoto Protocol’s future, and

• Give clarity to the direction and outcome of the overall negotiating process.

the south african negotiating team took part in the reaching of an agreement, whilst other south african organisations, government 

departments and international stakeholders showcased projects and programmes linked to climate change at the climate change action 

arena, close to the venue where the real negotiations were done. the delegation from the Western cape government spent three days 

at this arena, which was a place for:

• Presenting success stories, best practise and technological development aimed at improving the environment;

• Delivering presentations and talks by public opinion leaders, experts and academics on the environment and climate change;

• Hosting conferences, seminars, round tables and workshops;

• Networking between government and the private sector; to name but a few.

Provincial delegation to COP 17

a delegation of 22 representatives from various departments in the Western cape government attended the event from 6 – 9 

december. dr ilse trautmann and Mr andre roux, director: sustainable resource Management, represented the Western cape 

department of agriculture.

two representatives from the delegation, as well as Ministers anton bredell and alan Winde, had received accreditation to gain access 

to the unFccc precinct, whilst the rest of the delegation only had access to the side events taking place in the arena and other venues 

in durban.

the delegation saw cop 17 as an opportunity to:

• Gain knowledge about climate change and sustainability, including key mitigation and adaptation issues affecting the Western Cape;

• Learn from other countries that have already implemented a number of success stories in order to implement the best examples 

 in the Western cape;

• Identify practical interventions that support policy implementation, including the inclusion of climate smart clauses in all policies 

 and strategies being developed on a provincial level;

• Practical approaches and strategies for addressing concerns in a number of sectors, including provincial buildings, biodiversity, 

 agriculture, disaster management and carbon footprint;

• Identify opportunities and technologies that are relevant to our province, particularly around renewable energy and promoting 

 the green economy;

dr ilsE trautMann

research technology and 

development services

ilset@elsenburg.com

• Support municipalities in addressing climate change through highlighting best practice opportunities and practical 

 examples of interventions.

the delegation attended various seminars and workshops of importance and also took part in various panel discussions (a full list is avail-

able on request). dr. trautmann and Mr. roux was part of a panel discussion on food security and sustainable urban agriculture in the 

climate smart cape town exhibition space.

a comprehensive list of key learnings from the event and recommendations by the delegation will be thoroughly interrogated and 

integrated in the work plans of the respective departments. More information on these will follow in further publications and reports.

a major shortcoming at the climate change action arena was that limited attention was given to agriculture, whilst this sector is being 

projected as a major part of the climate change challenge. however, agriculture could also be part of the solution of the future in this re-

gard. Similarly, there was very limited attention given to efficient and more productive use of water, water conservation and water demand 

management for all water use sectors. The panel discussion hosted by Climate Smart Cape Town and to which the two officials of the 

department of agriculture contributed was well attended and lively discussions followed, but time constraints limited further discussions.

bringing an accolade back home!

climate smart cape town, a coalition of organisations, including the Western cape government, came together to support cape town’s 

bid to host cop 17. although durban won the bid, the partners remained committed to take our climate change plans forward in the 

province. climate smart cape town had an impressive exhibition at the climate change action arena, and was one of the largest 

exhibitions. it was a 120 m2 structure constructed of recycled milk crates in green and black and designed to look like table Mountain 

when looked at from the front. The crates were filled with milk bottles where lettuce, spinach and herbs were grown for the duration 

of the cop 17 event. the exhibition also ran on solar photovoltaic panels and a small wind turbine. the climate smart cape town 

exhibition won both the best outside Exhibition and the best overall Exhibition at cop 17 and proved to be a popular stop for delegates 

and visitors.

What did COP 17 achieve?

the conference largely achieved the three purposes stated earlier in this article. the key outcomes of the durban conference were:

• Establishing of a new negotiating process – the “Durban Platform” – to agree to a new, legally binding global climate deal by 

 2015, with entry into force by 2020;

• Extension of the Kyoto protocol with agreement to a second commitment period from 2013 to either 2017 or 2020.

• Operationalisation of a range of new “Cancun” institutions and processes, including the establishment of the Green Climate Fund.

In conclusion

the parties have agree that both the convention and Kyoto tracks will complete their work at cop 18, ending the two-track “bali 

roadmap” process and leaving only a single track process from 2013.

This article is an abstract from the COP 17 Delegation Report: Expectations, Lessons learnt, activities and way forward 

(20 January 2012).
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in a last-minute deal reached on december 11, 2011 at the 17th session of the conference of the parties (cop 17) to the united nations 

Framework convention on climate change (unFccc) meeting in durban, south africa, governments decided to adopt a universal legal 

agreement on climate change as soon as possible, but not later than 2015. Work will begin on this immediately under a new group called 

the ad hoc Working group on the durban platform for Enhanced action.

the value of an international consensus on any topic should never be underestimated. 

international law rests largely on agreements in the form of treaties and protocols. consensus proceeds at the pace of the slowest and 

to the level of the most reluctant.

the existing treaty, the Kyoto protocol, had not secured the participation of developing countries and some of the leading developed 

countries, not least the united states. With the existing Kyoto targets are due to expire next year, only the European union among major 

developed countries had committed to a continuation.

A comprehensive global agreement

against this background, the agreement in durban, to write a comprehensive global agreement that reduces greenhouse gas emissions, 

covers developed and developing countries, and comes into force in 2020 is ground breaking. but it comes at a price.

scientists at the climate action tracker, an independent science-based climate change assessment, warned that the world continues on 

a pathway of warming more than 3°c with likely impacts rated as extremely severe.

the agreement will not immediately affect the emissions outlook for 2020, and decisions on further emission reductions have been post-

poned. catching up on this postponed action will be increasingly costly.

according to bill hare, director of climate analytics, “What remains to be done is to take more ambitious actions to reduced emissions, 

and until this is done we are still headed to over 3°c warming. there are still no new pledges on the table and the process agreed in 

durban towards raising the ambition and increasing emission reductions is uncertain at its outcome.”

the next major unFccc conference, cop 18/ cMp 8, is to take place november 26 to december 7, 2012 in Qatar, in close cooperation 

with the republic of Korea.

Key Decisions from COP17 in Durban

•		 Green	Climate	Fund

countries have already started pledging to contribute to start-up costs of the fund, meaning it can be made ready in 2012. this 

will also help developing countries get ready to access the fund, boosting their efforts to establish their own clean energy futures 

and adapt to existing climate change.

A Standing Committee is to keep an overview of climate finance in the context of the UNFCCC and assist the Conference of the 

parties. it will comprise 20 members, represented equally between the developed and developing world.

A focused work programme on long-term finance was agreed, which will contribute to the scaling up of climate change finance 

going forward and will analyse options for the mobilisation of resources from a variety of sources.

•		 Adaptation

the adaptation committee, composed of 16 members, will report to the cop on its efforts to improve the coordination of 

adaptation actions at a global scale.

the adaptive capacities above all of the poorest and most vulnerable countries are to be strengthened. national adaptation 

plans will allow developing countries to assess and reduce their vulnerability to climate change.

the most vulnerable are to receive better protection against loss and damage caused by extreme weather events related to 

climate change.

COP17: 
The politics of compromise

paul Manning

•		 Technology

the technology Mechanism will become fully operational in 2012.

the full terms of reference for the operational arm of the Mechanism – the climate technology centre and network – are 

agreed, along with a clear procedure to select the host. the unFccc secretariat will issue a call for proposals for hosts on 16 

january 2012.

•		 Support	of	Developing	Country	Action

Governments agreed to establish a registry to record developing country mitigation actions that seek financial support and to 

match these with support. The registry will be a flexible, dynamic, web-based platform.

•		 Other	Key	Decisions

a forum and work programme on unintended consequences of climate change actions and policies were established.

under the Kyoto protocol’s clean development Mechanism, governments adopted procedures to allow carbon-capture and 

storage projects. These guidelines will be reviewed every five years to ensure environmental integrity.

governments agreed to develop a new market-based mechanism to assist developed countries in meeting part of their targets 

or commitments under the convention. details of this will be taken forward in 2012.

About the Author

Paul Manning is principal at Manning Environmental law and an Environmental law spe-

cialist, Certified by the Law Society of Upper Canada.  He has practiced environmental law 

for more than twenty years in the uK and in canada. during that time he has dealt with 

most areas of environmental law for a diverse range of clients. paul’s practice focuses 

on environmental, energy, aboriginal and planning law. he appears regularly as counsel 

in tribunals and the courts. he has a special interest in renewable energy and climate 

change regulation and holds a Certificate in Carbon Finance from the University of Toronto.
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The 7th International Wildlife Ranching Symposium: 

A REfLECTION ON ITS VALUE

riaan noWErs

agricultural Economics

riaann@elsenburg.com

Introduction

Kimberley played host to the 7th international Wildlife ranching symposium during 

october, breaking away from the more traditional ‘big city’ syndrome of hosting symposia/

conferences. the theme ‘the business of conservation – science, livelihoods and 

Values’ focused on shared problems, solutions and outcomes on a more global scale. 

the conference also received blessings from the northern cape government. as a result, 

the province financially supported this international event which showed great vision and 

courage in recognising what impact this event would have on their province. the fact that 

the provincial premier as well as 3 MEc’s, of whom two actually participated, attended this 

conference emphasised their commitment to this growing industry. both Wildlife ranching 

south africa (Wrsa) and the south african Wildlife Management association (saWMa) 

played major roles in setting an excellent academic and interactive platform for sharing 

knowledge and ideas amongst wildlife role players.

delegates came from all over the world (20 countries) with 70% of these from south 

africa. the usa had six presenters followed by australia, France, Kenya, canada and 

botswana with the most presenters. locally the Eastern cape, KwaZulu-natal and lim-

popo provinces had the most papers presented with the Western cape also sharing 

three papers with the international audience. there were 98 papers delivered which 

covered the following areas:

• Impact analysis   32,7%

• Policy/regulatory issues  6,1%

• Genetic/morphological/behavioural 28,6%

• Ecotourism   7,1%

• Game meat studies  13,3%

• Marketing   9,2%

• Management/operational  38,8%

• Disease issues   3,1%

• Natural resources   4,1%

• Land reform   1,0%

• Conservation and biodiversity 38,8%

• Data and information  9,2%

• Community involvement  6,1%

• Historical    6,1%

• Unclassified   3,1%

the Wildlife industry should recognise the importance, and be congratulated on the fact that the three clusters that received the most 

attention were conservation and biodiversity issues (38,8%), Managerial and operational issues (38,8%) and impact analysis (32,7%). 

this stresses the importance of managing wildlife whilst contributing towards conservation as a whole, recognising the impact this industry 

has on the generation of income, creating jobs, up-skilling of labour, development of infrastructure and its multiplier effects it has on 

secondary economies. it was also refreshing to note that even on this international platform, development issues such as land reform and 

especially community development received specific attention. Wildlife ranching, the processing and handling of game meat, hunting and 

ecotourism received further attention in papers with predator studies receiving less than anticipated attention.

Political and regional impact

premier jenkins opened the symposium and highlighted the fact that the northern cape focuses a lot of attention on adventure tourism 

and ecotourism. She also argued that Wildlife Ranching expanded exponentially in the last two decades from a fledgling industry to an 

important job creator, generator of funds, value-adding, reducing risk in agriculture and contributor towards biodiversity in the province. 

she further acknowledged the fact that the industry supports local communities and that hunting through its multipliers, supplies more 

than r1billion to the local northern cape economy. she called for more specialised skills training – tracking, skinning etc – and stated 

that the northern cape fully recognises wildlife ranching as an agricultural activity. policymakers therefore need to focus wildlife ranching 

within the provinces’ regulatory frameworks. partnerships with industry players are therefore extremely important.

International views

it was said that in Europe alone there are 7 million hunters that ‘…hunt for conservation’. delegates revealed that hunters should get 

involved with conservation, and that some people regard hunting as a sport (others not). it was also revealed that political stability is 

important and that game ranchers should be aware of what could happen should game escape as there may be some invasive species, 

which may create additional potential risks such as disease outbreaks. there was an argument for animal welfare (not rights!) to get 

involved with especially animal translocation, that consumers and tourists should be more informed, and it was postulated that trophies 

are bio-indicators of the quality of ecosystems. issues that are important internationally also include how healthy are animals, how healthy 

is money generation, and what is the true origin of animals when hunting?

case studies revealed that because of huge rural poverty in iran the country is trying to increase revenue through hunting of local species. 

in pakistan, hunting income now goes directly to rural communities. it was also revealed that there is no future for wildlife in india unless 

it is utilised (putting a value on its head as to encourage conservation).

It became clear that internationally wildlife ranching ensures present and past conservation benefits and often is regarded as the ‘unsung 

heroes of conservation’. the conservation of wild spaces and species has taken larger and innovative dimensions where the private 

sector is supporting governments in their mandate to protect their national heritage. presenters also argued that globally civil society has 

become a more and more important player in nature conservation. it was said that spin-offs such as tourism, venison sales and the curio 

industry benefit directly from these production services. In the same way ecosystem services such as the contribution towards lowering 

the impact to global warming, do not receive the true recognition it deserves. 

global threats and challenges received thorough attention with international trade regulations, tourism markets and meat markets being men-

tioned specifically. Ranchers should however be aware of the so-called genetic pollution that is the loss of indigenous taxa that may occur. In 

this regard, the homogenisation of the taxon at national level and globalisation at world level were flagged as potential problem areas. The inten-

tional genetic manipulation of the morphology (body size, trophy size and shape, colour - whole body or part of it) is highly debatable as well as 

questionable.  the compartmentalisation of these (colour variants, aberrations) in the form of  importance, establishment, maintenance, control, 

and genetic risk, should receive deeper investigation and research. the call was made for private interests not to jeopardise public interests.

Managerial issues such as different ranching production systems (hunting, herding, ranching, farming, and housing) need specific 

research. it has been proven that genetic risk fragmentation may occur in smaller areas with a lower genetic diversity of populations, 

which leads to populations that tend to diverge (drift) further from other populations elsewhere. Lower breeding fitness and offspring 

fitness are the result, which is counterproductive to claims of conservation at ranch level. In the same way there is a call for research 

on best practices at operational level, where international best practices (as identified by IUCN standards) are identified and adapted 

to local levels.

National impact

the game industry as well as south africa’s national parks experienced a conservationist approach and the displacement of communities 

to open space for wildlife happened at rural levels. one of the  presenters spoke about ‘Fortress conservation’ which entailed the zoning 

of protected areas and the local exclusion of people within these areas. 

a noticeable trend of change from conventional farming to game farming was experienced in post-apartheid sa characterised by a fast 

growth of Wildlife ranching, given the annual increase in areas enclosed by game fences and the high demand for wildlife which is 

traded privately and at wildlife auctions. in addition to this, there is an awareness of the fact that the idea of ‘conservation at all costs’ is 

waning. the driving force should rather be to make a positive contribution towards a green economy especially in the developing world. the 

direction to be taken is one of a resource-efficient, low carbon and pro-employment growth path.

the 1980s saw a move towards local inclusiveness and accommodative approaches, which after 1994 reached a pinnacle at the 2003 

World parks congress where partnerships and co-management with local communities as stakeholder were preached. this raised 

several issues to be considered, such as what the views and opinions of local communities are regarding these accommodative 

approaches. one of the presenters also said that local community conception of the economic value of wildlife excludes trading 

for monetary benefits, that job opportunities are seen as an indirect use value, that medicinal plants are valued, that costs to them 

include the destruction of crops, loss of ancestral rights, and that no direct benefits are felt.

an interesting research topic was raised at the symposium where research was conducted on the relationship between private game farms 

and farm dwellers, specifically looking at both economic and social impacts. It seems very little research on this is available. The researcher 

basically looks at land and social issues related to wildlife conservation and production/experiences of farm dwellers in the context of post-

apartheid sa and current land reform programmes. this entails the analysis of policies, legislation, the role of chiefs, land use changes, farm 

dwellers’ perceptions and responses, power dynamics, ethical considerations, suspicions, frustrations of farm dwellers with owners and policies.

governments typically in developing countries tend to show apathy towards nature conservation and will rather support mining and other 

labour intensive opportunities. unfortunately it seems that wildlife ranching is not yet seen as an enabler to south africa’s green economy. 

A definition of ‘Wildlife Ranching’ was given as the “…management of game in a sizable game fenced system, with minimal human

 intervention in the form of the following:
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• The provision of water.    • Supplementation of food during periods of drought.

• The strategic control of parasites .   • The strategic provision of health care”.

on a national scale it was revealed that the Wildlife industry has more than 10 000 farmers who are involved with the sustainable and 

selective breeding of wildlife species for ecotourism and hunting purposes, but also for the live game markets, the production of game 

meat etc. some 50% of these farms are in the limpopo province, with 19,5% and 12,3% in the northern and Eastern cape respectively. 

Wildlife ranching in south africa employs more than 100 000 people and generally the reward system on these farms is 3-4 times higher 

than similar sized traditional livestock farms. in addition 3 times more staff is employed on wildlife ranches than on livestock farms. it was 

said that through hunting alone, south african hunters generated some 11 000 direct and indirect jobs for people.

it became obvious that Wildlife ranching is comparable to the bigger agricultural industries as far as income generation is concerned. 

The latest figure is that it generates some R7,7 billion per annum which is only slightly below that of the vegetable industry (R10b), fruit 

(r15b), maize (r18b), red meat (r18b) and poultry industry (r20b).

the operating model of modern wildlife ranching is based on private ownership. the reality is that only a small percentage of agricultural 

land is really productive and of high potential. the green Economy acknowledges this and dictates the sustainable utilisation of land and 

its associated biodiversity. the industry made a strong plea towards government to initiate and intensify research on wildlife management/

ranching as to generate an informed base for both ranchers and policymakers to make informed decisions.

Ecotourism and trophy hunting were identified as key drivers towards economic viability within the wildlife ranching industry and that live game 

sales are very important in sa. biltong hunting is often regarded as the bread and butter of ranchers and game meat sales is only in its infancy 

stage. researchers argued that wildlife ranching has greater scope for back and forward linkages than traditional livestock farming and that it 

is less dependent on state subsidies than livestock farming itself. It was stated that wildlife-based land uses (WBLU) raises the profile of rural 

areas through its multipliers with the Etosha national park in namibia as an example. it also contributes towards food security as it generates 

great amounts of protein. Wblu also attracts donor funding to south africa and lead to investments in local rural infrastructure – schools, 

clinics etc. this industry resulted in a major increase in the abundance, distribution and even diversity of wildlife species. it was however 

also cautioned that there is a strong need to integrate emerging farmers within the wildlife industry and that rural development is of crucial 

importance. some presenters raised the issues of ‘social justice’ and ‘contemporary conservation politics’, which gave rise to the effective-

ness of policies. the issue remains that there is a need for post-apartheid restructuring to meet ever pressing needs of local communities.

From a tourism perspective, infrastructure development and maintenance are major cost problems. the maintenance of conservation 

practices is generally estimated at 6%, with tourism needs requiring some 23% of budgets. If new infrastructure is developed, these fig-

ures may rise to 8% and 30% respectively. It is in this regard that it was called for to distil the essence and filter out the ‘nice to have’s’. 

Tourism was identified as a highly competitive industry and that tourists expect a certain standard. Ventures should define their own com-

petitive advantages and live up to it. this industry is run professionally and does regular self-assessments and for this good and reliable 

data is of great essence. on average, even the most successful game ranch requires at least a r6m capital outlay for every r1 revenue 

generated annually. a small ranch typically requires a capex investment of r3,5m with a large ranch requiring at least r16,5m. over the 

past 15 years, the industry, measured in terms of turnover, grew at an average rate of 20,3%.

One of the presenters complimented the above and gave data on the financial performance of the tourism sector which so often is part 

and parcel of most wildlife ranches. he cautioned that sometimes the ecotourism ‘branch’ can become a nightmare and not a successful 

dream. It was mentioned that both emotional and financial considerations are taken when venturing into the ecotourism business and that 

it often can move away from ecotourism to ‘ego’ tourism which so often can be found amongst wine farms. It was flagged that ranches 

that enter the ecosystems market need to be aware of high capital investments costs, the crucial importance of sound marketing practices 

and the high break-even points of 40-55% of bed occupancy. commissions typically eat up 20% of gross revenue. to complicate this, it 

was warned that there exists poor sector specific information on financial performances in this subsector.

it becomes clear from the above that Wildlife ranching in south africa is a strong role-player as income generator, as job creator, as 

contributor to the green economy and to conservation as a whole. the industry has professional capacity to regulate itself and has excel-

lent data to substantiate its existence. the local industry calls for a change in the institutional and stakeholder mindset of role players and 

especially policymakers. at the symposium a strong plea was also made to allow the industry to rather report to the agricultural sector.

Legal issues

the sustainable utilisation of wildlife is usually governed by a variety of international conventions, treaties and national and regional legislation and 

policies which is often conducive to the use of wildlife, but often not supportive of the wise use and production in wildlife management systems.

According to one of the presenters, there may be in specific countries different and sometimes conflicting legislation or policies in various 

states or provinces or conflicting mandates in the regulation of the industry at national government levels. This then could lead to conflict 

amongst role players within the industry. he called for a clear understanding of the implications of legislation to facilitate wildlife ranching 

and to ensure adequate protection of wildlife resources. one of the outcomes of legislative tools is that it should combine to ensure that 

wildlife ranching contributes towards regional economies and food security. Within a south african perspective legislation is needed to look 

at ownership, species, hunting, ecotourism, capture/translocation of animals and the supply of wildlife products – meat skins, trophies.

south africa has three tiers of governments and its nine provinces with its own departments and 262 local governments often result in 

both confusion and different opinions on which departments should be the lead department with regard to the regulatory aspects of wildlife 

ranching. this together with various provincial acts, ordinances, regulations, policies and strategies does nothing to enhance harmony 

within this industry and effectively leads to confusion and frustration amongst stakeholders. these need to be sorted out as there are 

different opinions and policies with regard to extralimital species, colour morphs, trophy breeding, intensive captive breeding, predator 

control, invasive species and small unsustainable populations.

the solution lies in a single set of national legislation guiding wildlife ranching, or at least effective national coordination of provincial legis-

lation aimed at combating ecological problems associated with wildlife ranching. there need to be effective coordination and cooperation 

between role players and departments as well as improved communication between authorities and industry role players. 

Western Cape

the Western cape wildlife policy dates back from 1990s and since the establishment of nine provinces in 1994, several amendments 

took place to move with new challenges.  Meanwhile the industry grew considerably, especially from the Eastern cape direction. the ‘old’ 

policy was revised in august 2009 where:

• All old documents were combined.    • New legislation incorporated.

• New mapping techniques applied.    • New science & technologies were applied.

several complaints were received about the old policy which did not support industry needs. cape nature and the game industry were 

miles apart, but they agreed to find a solution. The Industry must have the opportunity to farm sustainably with game, whilst agreeing to 

operate within a legal framework which mitigates negative impacts to the environment. the result was that a game Forum was estab-

lished. Five meetings took place before a new policy was signed off. the industry wanted to farm with all species indigenous to sa and 

cape nature agreed to give range extensions for species already allowed in the Western cape. it was eventually agreed to allow farms 

to have extra-limital species but proper management plans were needed to be compiled. 

this new policy is seen as a dynamic document and it was mentioned that it will be re-looked after three years and amended if required. 

the game Forum will continue to function in the Western cape and the industry accepted the ‘polluter pays’ principle, will take co-respon-

sibility for the environment in monitoring risks, and they will assist in sourcing capacity for cape nature. 

Conclusion

this symposium proofed how politicians can get involved and participate directly in an economic activity by supporting it through sponsor-

ships, and even more importantly by attending and participating directly. it allowed for a better understanding of the dynamics, challenges 

and the numerous opportunities that is lying fallow.  

One of the greatest benefits of an international event like this is to allow for direct interaction between all levels of participants. This creates 

a better understanding of contemporary issues and pathways for improved cooperation between various stakeholders. 

The Western Cape should heed the call for research on wildlife ranching issues as well as the plea to employ extension officers that could 

assist this important industry. the industry may be relatively young, but its potential as income generator, as job creator, as developer of 

human resources and as contributor to conservation of natural resources should not be underestimated. there exist wonderful goodwill 

and a belief in a shared sustainable future and this will go a long  way in making the Western cape a ‘green’ province!
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Introduction

the three ostrich breeds are currently available for use by the south african ostrich industry, 

namely the south african black (sab), Zimbabwean blue (Zb) and the Kenyan redneck 

(Kr). according to dr Mike jarvis, these differ phenotypically from each other in terms of 

height, size, and skin colour. the Zb (125 kg) and Kr (135 kg) reaches heavier live weights 

than the sab breed (115 kg), while other reports suggest that the Zb maintains a lower 

reproductive performance than the sab. 

low and variable levels of reproduction and chick survival are known to be important 

constraints to efficient ostrich production. such traits can be improved through the 

exploitation of hybrid vigour from crossbreeding. hybrid vigour can only be obtained 

if the breeds crossed are genetically distinct from each other. genetic differentiation 

between subpopulations can be quantified by the use of molecular markers, such 

as microsatellites. therefore, 23 microsatellite markers were used to investigate the 

genetic differentiation between these three ostrich breeds. blood samples of 31 sab, 35 

ZB and 17 KR were collected from the breeding flock at the Oudtshoorn Research Farm 

and genotyped at the central dna sequencing Facility of stellenbosch university.

Discussion

the sab obtained the highest within breed variation (observed heterozygosity) of 72% and 

the ZB and KR breeds a lower within breed variation of 68%. Significant differences were 

observed in terms of the genetic resemblance between the three breeds. the sab and Zb 

were genetically more similar to each other. the largest genetic distance was estimated 

between the Zb and Kr breeds. the results suggested moderate genetic differentiation 

between the breeds (individuals of the respective breeds are in different clusters) and there-

fore appreciable differences in allele frequencies between the sab, Zb and Kr as illustrated 

in Figure 1. 

Conclusion

the study indicates considerable genetic differentiation between the three ostrich breeds. 

the sab breed seems to have the highest level of genetic variation. this genetic variation 

provides capacity for genetic improvement within that breed. genetic differentiation obtained 

between the SAB, ZB and KR serves as confirmation of the genetic basis of phenotypic 

differences reported previously. application of this knowledge can lead to economically 

viable commercial crossbreeding programs based on scientific principles. Other livestock 

industries are known to benefit from improved reproduction of crossbred females, as well 

as an improved survival of crossbred offspring under commercial conditions. Further 

esearch is required to adapt these principles to commercial ostrich production.

gENETIC DIffERENTIATION 
between Kenyan Redneck, 
zimbabwean blue and 
South African black 
Ostriches

annElin daVids

animal production

annelind@elsenburg.com

dr schalK cloEtE

animal production

schalkc@elsenburg.com

annelin davids and dr schalk cloete

South African black

(S.c. domesaticus)

Kenyan Redneck

(S.c.massaicus)

zimbabwean blue

(S.c. australis)

fIgURE 1: 

three dimensional graph of a facto-

rial correspondence analysis (Fca) 

to illustrate the genetic differentia-

tion between the sab, Zb and Kr 

breeds.
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die wenner van die Wes-Kaap plaaswerker van die jaar kompetisie vir 2011/12 is sageas 

McKenna van die Kleinkaroo-streek. sageas is tydens ‘n gala-dinee funksie op Vrydag 

18 november 2011 as Wes-Kaapse wenner aangewys. sageas is werksaam by die saag 

jonkerboerdery-groep. ons is baie trots op sageas en weet hy gaan vorentoe ook ‘n 

belangrike bydra as lid van die prestige plaaswerker Forum lewer.

die doel van die hierdie kompetisie is om erkenning aan ons plaaswerkers te gee vir hulle 

aandeel in die landbouketting binne die Wes-Kaap. ons besef nie altyd dat wanneer ons 

in ‘n groetewinkel of supermark instap, die vrugte, groente en ook ander produkte in die 

meeste gevalle deur plaaswerkers se hande is nie. die kompetisie spoor werkers werklik 

aan om nog beter te werk en die wenners gaan terug na hul verskillende plase en word 

mentors en leiers na wie die ander werkers opsien en strewe. Ek dink dit is juis waar 

die groot sukses van hierdie kompetisie lê, en dit is besig om ‘n sneeubal effek te kry.

Vanjaar het ongeveer 950 plaaswerkers uit veërtien streke in die Wes-Kaap deelgeneem. 

op die oomblik word hierdie kompetisie slegs in die Wes-Kaap aangebied. die kompetise 

vind eers op streekvlak binne nege kategorië van algemenewerker tot seniorbestuur plaas. 

daarna neem al die kategorië en streekwenners deel om sodoende die algehele kategorie 

wenners en provinsiale wenner te bepaal. 

die belangstelling is geweldig groot en ons het reeds aanduidings dat nog vier streke  vanjaar gaan deelneem wat die totale streke dan na 18 

sal opskuif. Vir die Departement van Landbou: Wes-Kaap is hierdie ‘n baie groot sosio-maatskaplike ontwikkelings en opheffings projek. Dit 

gee blootstelling aan baie plaaswerkers en ons verbreed in baie gevalle hulle horisone en die ruimte waarbinne hulle elke dag werk en leef.

Ons is besonder bankbaar vir die borge wat ons finansieël ondersteun om hierdie kompetisie lewendig en ‘n werklikheid te hou, want 

sonder geld kan ons dit nie alleen doen nie. sanlaM, hortgro, landbank, universiteit van stellenbosch, agri Expo, hopkins calvert en 

sa gold Exchange het ons die afgelope jaar op verskeie terreine ondersteun en ons is baie dankbaar vir elke bydrae.

ons doelwit is steeds om hierdie kompetisie landswyd uit te brei en ons is reeds hieroor in gesprek met die nasionale departement van 

landbou, bosbou en Vissery. so hopenlik sal dit in die nabye toekoms ‘n werklikheid kan word.

ons is ook baie dank verskuldig aan die produsente van die Wes-Kaap wie reeds ingekoop het by hierdie kompetisie en wie hulle werkers 

die geleentheid bied om daaraan deel te neem. 

WES-KAAP PLAASWERKER 
VAN DIE JAAR 2011/12

danie niemand (direkteur plaaswerker-ontwikkeling), Minister gerrit van 

rensburg, sageas McKenna en saag jonker.
saag jonker wens sageas McKenna geluk.

daniE niEMand

direkteur plaaswerker ontwikkeling 

danien@elsenburg.com

TOP WESTERN CAPE fEMALE ENTREPRENEURS 
IN AgRICULTURE

 CROWNED

Photograph	 (fltr):	nobantu gwabeni (Masiphile peace project), allie gordon, Minister gerrit van rensburg (agriculture and 

rural development), doreen van riel, Ms joyene isaacs (head of department, Western cape agriculture), jacky goliath and 

adri claassen.         Photo taken by gizelle van Wyk

the top Female Entrepreneurs in agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries in the Western cape were recently crowned at an awards ceremony 

hosted by the Western cape department of agriculture. this was the 12th annual awards, which seeks to acknowledge, encourage and 

increase participation of women in these sectors.

the competition rewards the efforts and contribution of women in matters such as food security, job creation, economic growth and 

poverty alleviation. over the years, it became an empowerment platform that recognised the entrepreneurial skills of women.

Mr gerrit van rensburg, Western cape Minister of agriculture and rural development thanked all the entrants for caring for their 

businesses. “thank you for demonstrating your capacity to nurture. We urgently need more people like you to care for south africa in 

order to build a better future for all our people.”

“as winners, your task is now to take another woman by the hand, to mentor her and to empower her to reach the same level of 

competency that you have”, was the strong message that Ms joyene isaacs, head of department (Western cape department of 

agriculture) left with the entrants.

although the competition commences at provincial level it culminates to a national competition held by the department of agriculture, 

Forestry and Fisheries, where all the provincial winners compete in the different categories.  an overall winner is also chosen at national 

level.  this year the national competition will be hosted by the northern cape and all winners will travel to Kimberley to contend for the 

coveted awards.

The winners in the various categories were:

best female Worker  Top Entrepreneur Subsistence   Top Entrepreneur Smallholder 

Elize Meyer - ceres  Masiphile peace project - Khayelitsha  allie gordon – leeu-gamka

Top Entrepreneur Processor Top Entrepreneur Commercial   Top Entrepreneur Exporter

doreen van riel - caledon jacky goliath - simondium   adri claassen - hermanus
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